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SHOW PREMIUM 

 

Welcome to Desert Hooves Hunter/Jumper Show Series. We are excited to present you with an amazing 

schooling show located in the west valley. The show series is a fundraiser for Desert Hooves Pony Club and it is 

OPEN TO ALL RIDERS and ALL Levels (you do not need to be a Pony Club member). All shows will have 

professional judges. 

 

Show Series dates: October 4, 2020; December 5, 2020; February 21, 2021, April 24, 2021. Start time 9a.m. 

 

Ribbons will be given the day of the event for each class. Division awards will be given to High Point and 

Reserve Champion (must compete in all classes within a division to qualify for division awards). At the end of 

the Show Series, there will be High Point Championship and Reserve winners in each height division.  In 

addition, we are offering Specialty Categories (see entry form) that will have Year-End Awards.  Winners for the 

Specialty Categories will be based on total points earned through-out the year. Must compete in at least two (2) 

shows of the series and all classes of entered division(s) to qualify for year-end awards (Champs and Reserve 

must have at least one (1) point). 

 

Professional Photography offered. See entry form. If you sign up, you receive an email link of your photos of 

each class. 

Class Descriptions and Rules 
*Judge has final decision on any ruling 

 

Rider/Horse combination can cross-enter in two (2) consecutive height divisions for both Hunter and 

Jumper Divisions. 

*Age restrictions go by the age of the child on January 1, 2021* 

In all divisions, if a rider comes off their mount in the arena after the class has started or receives 3 faults for rail 

down, the rider will receive zero (0) points for that class.  However, the rider will have an opportunity to school 

the course, with a 5-minute maximum limit. All final rulings will be left up to the judge’s discretion. 

 

**Division 1 (Hunter) and Division 8 (Jumper) will run at the end of the Hunter Divisions (estimated time 

is 11am).  

 

Hunter Divisions: Hunter Division beginning at 9am (starting with Division 2) 

Class A: judged only on the horse 

Class B: Equitation class judged only on the rider 

Class C: Under Saddle, judged on the horse 

 

1-3. Puddle Hunter Division- Trotting will not be penalized. Under Saddle is walk, trot only. Heights will be 

split between poles on the ground and x- rails up to 18”.  Class A- Hunter class is to be judged only on the 

horse. Class B- Equitation class is to be judged only on the rider. Class C- Hunter Under Saddle is judged on the 

horse. Division 1 is ages 10 and under; Division 2 is ages 11-15; Division 3 is ages 16 and up. 

 

4. 2’-2’3” Hunter Division- Trotting will not be penalized. Under Saddle is walk, trot, and canter.  Heights will 

be split between 2’ and 2’3” with no oxers. Class A- Hunter class is to be judged only on the horse. Class B- 

Equitation class is to be judged only on the rider. Class C- Hunter Under Saddle is judged on the horse. 
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5. 2’6”-2’9” Hunter Division- Under Saddle is walk, trot, and canter. Heights will be split between 2’6” and 

2’9” with oxers.  Class A- Hunter class is to be judged only on the horse. Class B- Equitation class is to be 

judged only on the rider. Class C- Hunter Under Saddle is judged on the horse. 

 

6. 3’-3’3” Hunter Division- Under Saddle is walk, trot, and canter. Heights will be split between 3’ and 3’3” 

with oxers. Class A- Hunter class is to be judged only on the horse. Class B- Equitation class is to be judged 

only on the rider. Class C- Hunter Under Saddle is judged on the horse. 

 

 

Jumper Divisions: (Estimated start time is 1pm) 

Course will be posted with jump off also posted. 

Class A: Table 2b includes a first round and an immediate jump off, if no faults accumulated. Faults are 

accumulated as four (4) faults for lowering the height of a fence (rail down), refusal, or crossing tracks. 

One (1) fault for every 3 seconds over the time allowed.  

Class B: Table 2 is a speed only round, accumulating faults the same way as 2b (no jump off). 

Class C: MTC rounds are Match the Clock- a chosen time will be announced and the class will be placed 

as close to the chosen time as possible. 

 

8-10. Puddle Jumper Division- Heights will be split between poles on the ground and cross-rails up to 18”. 

Division 8 is ages 10 and under (Class A, no jump-off; Class B, no change; class C not offered);  

Division 9 is ages 11-15; (Class A no jump-off; Class B and C as stated above) 

Division 10 is ages 16 and up. (Class A no jump-off; Class B and C as stated above) 

 

11. 2’-2’3” Jumper Division- Heights will be split between 2’ and 2’3” with no oxers.  

 

12. 2’6”-2’9” Jumper Division- Heights will be split between 2’6” and 2’9” with oxers.  

 

13. 3’-3’3” Jumper Division- Heights will be split between 3’ and 3’3” with oxers. 

 

14. 3’6”-3’9” Jumper Division- Heights will be split between 3’6” and 3’9” with oxers. 

 

 

Fun Classes:  

• Awards/prizes for each class winner. No Point Accumulation towards Year End.  

• Division 7, 15 

 

Division 7:.  Double Slalom. Height will be Crossrails.  Two riders competing at the same time over matching 

course halves. Fastest to finish moves onto the next round until we have a winner.  

 

 

Division 15:  :  Height: 2’6” – 3’ fences.  Each jump is given a point value. You have sixty (60) seconds to 

accumulate as many points as possible. Points given for cleared fences only.  Each jump can be jumped a 

maximum of two times.  If a rail comes down, no points will be gained for that jump and the fence cannot be 

jumped again. Refusals will not be penalized. After sixty (60) seconds, a bell will ring to stop, if within three (3) 

strides of the bell ringing, rider may complete the jump and still be given points.  After your round, you will be 
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given the option to jump the Gambler’s Fence, which will be set 3’6” and visibly more intimidating. If you clear 

the Gambler’s Fence you will accumulate those bonus points. If you have a refusal or take a rail down, the point 

value of the Gambler’s fence only will be deducted from your total. Rider with highest points wins. 

 


